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Forging     
  Ahead
  With over 100 years of combined 
experience rolled into the team, Aire 
Valley Forge has built its reputation 
on time honed skills and masterful 
know-how.  Founder, Paul Munton, set 
up the business fueled from his own 
passion for traditional blacksmithing 
& forge work. 
    Bringing the latest technology 
of autocad design together with 
craftsmanship sets Aire Valley Forge 
apart from its competitors in the 
area. 
   “We incorporate handcrafted work 
in the simplest of products and rarely 
use off the shelf solutions unless they 
are deemed the most appropriate,” 
Paul asserts. 
   And despite the challenging 
economic climate of recent years, 
Paul hasn’t shied away from 
investment. The workshop has the 
latest equipment necessary for 
a 21st century forge but retains 
the traditional charm of an old 
blacksmith’s space.
   Commissions vary widely from a 
simple hand forged candlestick to a 
spiral staircase. Mainly garden gates 
and railings make up the bulk of the 
work; artistic and creative input is 
often sought to enhance the output. 
Bespoke work continues to be a 
speciality. 

   With a 5 star rating on the Guild of 
Master Craftsmen, it is safe to say that 
customers are delighted to endorse the 
work and praise the skills and craft of 
Aire Valley Forge.
   Referral rates are high as AVF has 
established a good reputation both 
locally and further afield into North 
Yorkshire. 
   Kind, courteous and polite staff 
who tidy up the site at the end of 
the day are always appreciated...
Feedback is encouraged and a culture 
of improvement shapes the company 
philosophy. 
   For quality work in metal with an 
artistic flair, contact Aire Valley Forge. 

01535 603322

50%OFF
Half Price carpet & upholstery cleaning

Domestic & Commercial work
Trained professional, fully insured, local operator
Phone lines open till 9pm

Prices subject to sight of work

£6£600  £30
£7£700  £35
£70  £35

 (from)  0000  £50

Mob: 0775 365 1224
Eve: 01535 630 713


